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INTRODUCTION 
•In [1] I defined, for every language, configurations of order 1,2, . . . . 
By means of these configurations we can define the so called generalized 
configurational grammar for every given language. This generalized 
configurational grammar generates the given language. A language is 
called finitely characterizable if the set of its strings which contain no 
configuration is finite and if the set of its so called simple configurations 
is finite, i.e. if its generalized configurational grammar is a grammar. 
I studied the class of all finitely characterizable languages and compa-
red them with the well-known classes of languages of the Chomsky's 
classification. 
Two other definitions of a configuration appeared in the literature 
before ([2], [3]) and similar theories of configurational grammars and 
finitely characterizable languages were constructed ([3], [4]). Thus, we 
have three different possibilities for the definition of a configuration and 
each of them can be formulated either in a weak form or in a strong one. 
The definition of a strong configuration of order 1 is the same in all 
these theories1). 
In the present paper we study languages for which the set of strings 
which contain no strong configurations of order 1 is finite and for which 
the set of all simple strong configurations of order 1 is finite. Such 
languages will be called languages of strong depth 1. These languages 
form a subclass of the class of all context-free languages. The class of all 
context-free languages can be built up on the basis of the class of all 
languages of strong depth 1: Every context-free language is the inter-
section of a so called full language and a trace of a language of strong 
depth 1; the trace of a given language is defined to be a language which 
we obtain by cancelling all symbols which do not belong to a given set 
in all strings of the given language. In this way we have obtained a new 
characterization of context-free languages. 
J) The terminology of these papers does not coincide. In [1], "configuration'' 
stands for "weak configuration", in [2], [3] "configuration" stands for "strong 
'configuration". In [4], "configuration" stands for "weak configuration*' an4 the 
definition of a strong configuration corresponds to the definition of $ strong con-
figuration i ltroduced in the present paper. 
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1. GENERALIZED GRAMMARS AND GRAMMARS 
If V is a set, we denote by V* the free monoid over V, i.e. the set of 
all finite sequences of elements of V in which the operation of concatena-
tion is defined; we suppose that the empty sequence A is an element 
of V*, too. We identify one-element-sequences with elements of V; 
thus, we have V £ V* and, for every pair of non-negative integers k 
and I, k < I, and for ##, ofc+i, ..., xt e V, we write #*;r*+i... x% or n ^ 
i *-» 
instead of (x%, a^+i, ..., zf). It i& advantageous to define IT x% = z l if 
w i 
0 < I < k are integers. Thus, we use the symbol #*ate+i... xi = II r»* 
for all pairs of non-negative integers k, I. 
The elements of V are called symbols, the elements of V* strings. 
We put | A | = 0. If xe V*, x = xxx2 ...xn where n is a natural 
number and Xi e V for i = 1, 2, ..., w, then we put | x | = n. 
If ?& is a natural number and A\ £ V* for i = 1, 2, ..., n, then we 
denote by A\A2 ... An the set 
{axa2...an\ ateAi9 i = 1, 2 , . . . , rc}. 
1.1. Definition. Let V, E7* be sets, let / be a mapping of the set V 
into U*. We put f^(A) =*A; if a? = #ia?2 ...xn where n is a natural 
number and a?< 6 V for i = 1,2, . . . , rc, then we put/#(a;) ==/(;ri) /(#2) .. • 
.. .f(xn). For S s V*, we define /,(#) = {£(3); x e S}. 
1.2. Remark. If V, U are sets and / a mapping of V into U*, then 
/„v™/) —fM)fM for every a, 2/ 6 V*. 
1.3. Definition. Let V be a set, £ £ F*; then the pair (V, L) is called 
a language. 
1.4. Definition. Let F be a set. Then the language (V, V*) is called 
M. 
1.5. Definition. Let (V, L), (U, M) be languages. Then the language 
(V n U, L n M) is called the intersection of the languages (V, L),(U, M). 
1.6. Definition. Let V, VT, S, R be sets with the properties VT £ F, 
S c F * J c F * x V*. Then the quadruple (? = (V, VT, S, R> is 
called a generalized grammar. 
1.7. Definition. Let Q = <F, F r , <S, -B> be a generalized grammar. 
We write, for x, y e V*, x -> y (G) instead of (x, y) e R. For x,ye V*, we 
write x => y (Q) iff there exist such strings u, v, t, ze V* that x = î tf, 
t«,t? ss y, t -> 2 {#). For a:, 1/ e V* we write x ^ y (Q) iff there exists a non-
negative integer p and some strings tQ, t\, ..., tp of V* such that x — to, 
tps=zy and ^-1 => £<((?) for i = 1, 2, ..., p. The sequence fo, *i, ...,tpi& 
called an x-derivation of y in (?. We put jSf (<?) = 
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= {x\xe V% and there exists some seS with the property s ^ x(Q)}. 
The language (VT, &(Q)) is called the language generated by Q. 
1.8 Definition. Let Q = <V, Vy, S, R} be a generalized grammar. 
If V = VT, then this generalized grammar is called a special generalized 
grammar. We write <V, S, R} instead of <V, V, S, R} if <V, V, £, #> 
is a special generalized grammar. 
1.9. Definition. Let G ==. <V, VT, S, R) be a generalized grammar. 
Then Q is called a grammar iff the sets V, 5, 22 are finite. 
1.10. Remark. From the above definitions it is clear what by a special 
grammar is meant. 
1.11. Definition. Let Q = <V, VT, S, R} be a grammar with the 
following properties: (1) There exists such an element a e V — VT that 
8 = {a}. (2) For each (x, y) e R it holds true x e V — Vr. Then # is 
called a context-free grammar in the usual sense. 
1.12. Definition. Let Q = <V, $, JB> be such a special grammar that 
(#, #) e R implies xeV. Then Q is called a special context-free grammar. 
1.13. Lemma. £e£ Q = <V, #, JS> be a special context-free grammar, 
n a natural number, ax,a%, ..., an elements of V,ye V* such a string that 
«ia2 ...an %>y (Q). Then there exist such strings yx, y2, ..., Vn in V* that 
ai % yt(Q) for i = 1, 2, ..., n and yxy2 ...yn = y. 
This lemma is well known. 
1.14. Definition. Let (V, L) be a language. This language is called 
a special context-free language iff there exists a special context-free gram-
mar generating (V, L). 
1.15. Definition. A language is called context free iff it is the inter-
section of a special context-free language and a full language. 
1.16. Remark. Our definition of a context-free language differs only 
formally from the usual one.2) 
Usually, a context-free language is defined as a language generated 
by a context-free grammar Q = <V, VT, {<*}, R} in the usual sense. 
If we put H = <V, {a}, R} then H is a special context-free grammar 
with the property (VT, &(G)) = (Vn VT, &(H) n V%). Thus, the 
context-free language in the usual sense (VT, &(Q)) is the intersection 
of the special context-free language (V, «2?(i?)) and the full language 
(VT, V%) and is context-free in our sense. 
If (V, L) is a context-free language in our sense, then there exist 
a special context-free language (U, M) and a full language (W, Pf*) 
such that V = U n W and L = M n TV*. Clearly, we can suppose 
W £ U, thus V = W £ U. According to 1.14 there exists a special 
context-free grammar Q = (U, S R} such that JS?((?) = M. We take 
a set U' which is equivalent to U and a bijection b of U onto U'\ we 
2) S e [б], p. 10. 
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suppose U n U' = 0. Let o be such an element that o$U u U'. We 
put R' = {(o-, &,(*)); seS} u{{b{x),b,(y)); (x,y)£R}u{(b(x),x);xe U} 
and we define H = (U u U' u {o}, V, {a}, iT>. Clearly, H is a context-
free grammar in the usual sense and jSf (H) = £P (G) n V* = M n V* = 
= L. Thus, the language generated by H is (V, L) and (V,L) is 
a context-free language in the usual sense. 
in 1.17. Remark. Let G= <V, VT, {O}, R} be a context-free grammar 
t the usual sense. Then we can suppose, without loss of generality, 
hat G has the following property: 
(P) If (x,y)eR, then there exist such strings u,vsV* that a % 
2> uxv (G). 
Indeed, if G = <V, VT, {O}, R} is a context-free grammar that has 
not the property (P), then there exists a pair {x, y) e R such that there 
exist no strings u,veV* with the property a % uxv (G). Clearly, J?(G) = 
= J?«V , Vtf, {a}, R —• {{x, y)}})\ After a finite number of such steps 
we obtain a context-free grammar H — <V, VT, {O}, R{) with the 
property (P) such that S£(H) = ££(G). Thus G and H generate the same 
language. (Compare [5], p. 19, Lemma 1.4.2.) 
2. TRACES OF LANGUAGES AND GENERALIZED GRAMMARS 
•S.l. Definition. Let V, U be sets. For each v e V we put t*7^) = t> 
if t; 6 U and t^(v) = ./l if t?e V— U. According to "1.1 we define the 
mapping tu of V* into U*. If x e V* is a string, then t^7(#) is called the 
trace of x in U*. 
2.2. Lemma. .£e£ V, U be sets. Then the mapping tu lias the following 
properties: 
(A) For each x, y e V* it holds true tu(xy) = tu(x) tu(y). 
(B) If tu(u) = x'y' for some ue V*, x',§' e U*, then there exist such 
strings x,y€ V* that tu(x) = x', tu(y) = y', xy = u. 
(C) For each x e V* we have tu(tu(x)) = tu(x). -»• 
Proof. 1. (A) is a special case of 1.2. 
i.K Let us have tu(u) = x'y' fot some u e V*, x', y' e U*. If u = A, 
then we take a: = A = y and we have tu(x) = A = x', tu(y) = A = y', 
xy = A = u. Let us suppose u -5-= A; then there exist a natural number n 
and some elements U\,u2, ..., unoi V such that u = U\U2 ... un. Thus, 
tu(ui)tu(u2) ...t
u(un) = t
u(u) = x'y'. Thus, such a natural number m, 
1 <; ra ^ n + 1, exists that tu(ut) ...t
u(um-t) = x', t
u(um) ... t
u(un) = 
= y'. We put x = ui... um-t, y = um...un. Clearly, t
u(x) = x', 
tu(y) = y' and xy = u. Thus, (B) holds true. 
* 3. If x -= A, then tu(tu(x)) = tu(tu(A)) = tu(A) = tu(x). Let us sup-
pose x e V*, % 7-= A. Then there exist such a natural number n and such 
elements X\, x2, ..., xneV that x = xxx2... xn. Therefore, t^ (x) = 
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= t ^ ) tv(x2)... t
v(xn) and t"(t%(x)) == tJ#
D(*i))'tu(tv(x2))... t
v(tU(xn)) 
according to (A). If tttfx.) = A, then tv(tv(x-t)) =A= t
v(x(), if tv(x() ==• 
= x(, then•tjt(tf(«.)) = *?(*,) = t ^ / T h u s , t?(t?(*)) = tP(xt) Wfa) ... 
...tv(xn) = t
v(x). 
We have proved (C). 
2.3. Definition. Let (V, L) be a language, U a set. We put tu(L) =-
= {t^(«); a'e LJ; the language (U, t^(£)) is called the trace of the language 
(V,L)in U*. 
2.4. Definition. Let G = < V, S, R> be a special generalized grammar, 
17 a set. We put Sx =-= *?(&), i?i = {(tf(i), tf (y)); (x, y) e R}. Then the 
special generalized grammar (U, Si, Rt} is called the trace of the special 
generalized grammar G in U*. 
2.5. Theorem. Let G = (V, S, R} be a special generalized grammar, 
U a set with the property that (x, y) e R implies x e U. Let H = (U, S\, R{> 
be the trace of GinU*. Then (U, SP(H)) is the trace of the language (V, & (G)) 
inU*. 
Proof. 1. Let x€Ji?(G). Then there exist an element seS, a non» 
negative integer p and such elements s0, s%, •.., sp in V* that s = s0, 
sp = x and Si-t => Si(G) for i = 1, 2, ..., p. We prove by induction with 
respect to i that tu(st) e &(H) for * = 0, 1, ..., p. 
We denote by C(n) the following assertion: tu(sn) eJ?(H). 
Then (7(0) holds true trivially as we have s0 e S and ^($0) e t
u(S) = 
= fli S SP(E). 
Let w be an integer, 0 < m <» p . We prove that C(m-^ 1) implies 
C(m). Indeed, C(m — 1) means tu(sm-t) e &(B). We have sm-\ ^=> sm(G), 
i.e. there exist some strings u, v, t, ze V* with the properties sm~i = 
= utv, uzv =-= Sm, t-+z(G), According to 2.2 (A) we have t
u(sm-i) = 
= tu(u) tu(t) tu(v), tu(sm) = t
u(u) tu(z) tu(v) and according to 2.4 it holds 
true* ( t ? $ , tu(z)) is'St. 'Thus, t ^ (4 - i ) => **(«*) (JST) and t
u(sm) e&(H) 
which is C(m). 
It follows that C(m) holds true for m = 0, I, 2, ..., p. Especially, we 
have tu(x) = tu(sP)e&(H). Thus we have proved that t
u(&{G)) £ 
£&(&). 
2. Let us suppose a' e^(H). Then there exist an element 5' € $1 = 
= tu(S), a non-negative integerp and some elements s'0, s[, ...,s'pm U* 
such that s' = B^, ^ = x' and $£_-_ => s\ (H) for i = 1, .2, . . . , $. By 
induction with respect to * we prove that there exist such elements 
so, Si, ...,, sp in oS?(0) that t
u(si) = *( for i = 0, 1, . . . , p. 
By D(w) we denote the following assertion: There exists such an 
element sn eJ?(G) that t^(%) = '«£. 
Then D(0) holds true trivially as s'Q e t
u(S) which implies the existence 
of an element s0 e S £ JS?((?) with the property s'0 = t
u(sQ). 
Let m be an integer, 0 < m ^ p. We prove that D(m — 1) implies 
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D(m). Indeed, D(m — 1) means the existence of an element sw-i e &(G) 
with the property tu(sm-~i) = s'm^v We have sm_x => s'm(H), i.e. there 
exist such strings u', v', t', z' e U* that s'm_x = u't'v', u'z'v' = s^, 
t' -> z'tff). I t follows (f, z') e i?!. Thus, some strings t, z e V* exist with 
the properties (*, z) e R, tu(t) = *', t^(z) = z'. From (*, z) 6 R it follows 
* 6 U which implies *' = tu(t) = *. 
According to 2.2 (B) such strings u, v, we V* exist that tu(u) = u', 
tu(w) = J', tu(v) = v', ww = sm-.i. We have t£(w) = V = J6 ?7 which 
implies the existence of strings a, b e V* such that w = atb. We have 
*?(«*) = *?(«») = *?(*) *?(*) *?(») = t?(a) t^(t^)) t J(6) = t » t j » t?(6) 
according to 2.2 (A), (C) which implies tu(a) = A = t^(6). We put 
Wj = t^a, vi~=bv. Then s^-! = wwt; = uatbv =- uxtvx. We put sm = 
= U1ZV1 = t«az6t;. Thus, «m-! => sm(G) and sw e ££(G). Further we have 
tujsm) = tu(u) tu(a) tu(z) tu(b) tu(v) = u'z'v' = 5 ; . 
Thus, D(m — 1) implies D(m) if 0 < w % p. 
It follows that D(m) holds true for m = 0, 1, 2, ..., #. Especially, 
there exists an element speJ?(G) with the property t
u(sP) = s'p~ x'. 
Thus, we have proved &(H) s t?(J2P(0)). 
3. We have J2P(£T) = \*(&(Q)). I t follows that (17, &(H)) is the trace 
oi(V,&(G))'mU*. 
3. LANGUAGES OF STRONG DEPTH 1 
In the following definitions we denote by (V, L) an arbitrary language. 
3.1. Definition. For x e V* we put xv(V, L) iff there exist some strings 
u, v e V* with the property uxv e L. 
3.2. Definition. For x, y e V* we put a; > y (V, L) iff ^aw e If implies 
w«/i> € L for every w, t? e V*. 
3.3. Definition. For x, y e V* we put a; == y (V, L) iff a: > 1/ (V, L) and 
t />s(V ,£ ) .3) 
3.4. Definition. Let us suppose x, y e V*. The string x is called a strong 
configuration with the result y iff the following conditions are fulfilled: 
xv(V,L), x=-y(V,L), 1 = | y \ < \x\. By C(V, L) we denote the set 
of all strong configurations of the language (V, L) and we put A( V, L) = 
= L — V*C(V, L) V*. Further we put E(V, L) = {(y, x); x e G(V, L), 
y a result of x}.4) 
3) v is a unary relation, > , === are binary relations on V* which depend on (V, L); 
thus, we ought to have denoted them by V(v,L)> > (v,L)t s=«y,£.)» respectively. 
The symbols are complicated from the typographical point of view. We have 
thus preferred a simpler but less consequent way of notation in 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. 
4) We have defined strong configurations of order 1 if using the terminology of [4]. 
As we deal only with these strong configurations of order 1 here we call them—for 
the sake of brevity—strong configurations. 
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3.5. Definition. Let xeC(V, L). Then x is called a simple strong 
configuration iff, for each strings u,ve V*, x* e C(V, L), the condition 
x = ux'v implies u = A = v. We denote by P( V, L) the set of all simple 
strong configurations of the language (V, L), by F(V, L) the set of all 
ordered pairs (y, x) where xeP( V, L) and y is a result of xr. 
BUS. Lemma. Let (V9 L) be a language, xeC(V, L). Then there exist such 
strings u, v e V*, x' e P(V, L) that x = uxrv. 
Proof. There exist such strings u, v e V*9 yeC(V9 L) that x = uyv 
(it suffices to put u = A = v, y = x). We take such strings u, v, y with 
this property, for which | y | is minimal. Clearly, y e P(V, L). 
3.7. Definition. Let (V,L) be a language. We put K(V,L) = 
= <F, A(V, L), F(V, L)y. The triple <J, A(V9 L), F(V, L)> is called the 
generalized strong configurational grammar of depth 1. 
3.8. Theorem. Let (V, L) be a language, K(V, L) its generalized strong 
configurational grammar of depth 1. Then (V, L) is the language generated 
byK(V,L). 
Proof. 1. By induction with respect to | x \ we prove that xeL implies 
xe&(K(V,L)). 
By E(n) we denote the following assertion: If x e L and | x | = n, then 
xe&(K(V,L)). 
Then E(0) holds true as xeL, | # | = 0 implies xeA(V,L)£ 
c ^ ( K ( V , £ ) ) . 
Let m > 0 be an integer. We prove that the validity of E(0), E(l), ..., 
E(m — 1) implies the validity of E(m). 
Indeed, let us have xeL, \ x | = m. 
IfxeA(V,L),thenxe&(K(V,L)). 
Let us suppose x $ A(V, L). Then x e V*C(V, L) V*. According to 3.6 
we can suppose the existence of such strings u, v e V*9 zeP(V, L) that 
x = uzv. Let t be a result of z. Then x e L, % = % (V9 L) imply utv e L. 
We have \t\ < \z\ which implies | utv \ < \ x \ = m. As E(0), E(l), ..., 
E(m — 1) are valid, then utv e &(K( V, L)). Thus, such a string s e A (V, L) 
exists that s % utv (K (V, L)). We have (t, z) e F( V, L), i.e. t-+z (K( V, £)). 
Therefore, utv => uzv (K(V9 L)) and s %. uzv (K(V, L)), x = uzv. Thus, 
xe£(K(V,L)). 
We have proved that the validity of E(0), E(l), ..., E(m — 1) implies 
the validity of E(m). Thus, E(m) holds true for m = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
Therefore, L s &(K(V, L)). 
2. We prove by induction with respect to | x | that 'xe&(K(V, L)) 
imphes xeL. 
By F(n) we denote the following as&ertion: If xeJ?(K(V, L)) and 
| x | = n, then xeL. 
TheaF(0)ho1fatTv&*ize&(K(VtL))\Jx\ = 0implies&eA(V9L) e 
s.JL . " - -v - •,:. 
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Let m > 0 be an integer. We prove that the validity of F(G), F(\), ..., 
F(m — 1) implies the validity of F(m). 
Indeed, let us have x e&(K(V, L)), \ x | = m. 
If x e A(V, L), then x e L. 
Let us have x $ A(V, L). Then x eJ§?(K(V, L)) — A(V, L). Thus, such 
a natural number p and such strings t0, ti9 ..., tp in V* exist that 
t0 e A(V, L), tp = x and U-i => t% (K(V, L)) for i = 1, 2, ..., p. EspeciaUy 
we have tP-i => x (K(V, L)) which means the existence of a pair (t, z) e 
eF(V, L) and of such strings u,veV* that tp-i = utv, uzv = x. I t 
implies \t\ < \z\ and | tp-i | = | utv \ < \ uzv | = | x | = m. We have 
tp-xe&(K(V, L)) which implies, as F(0), F(l), ..., F(m—l) are valid, 
£JP-I € L. Further we have t == z (V, L) and utv = tp~i e £ which implies 
x = t*2v e i . 
We have proved that the vaUdity of F(0), F(l), ..., F(m — 1) impUes 
the vaUdity of F(m). Thus, F(m) holds true for m = 0, 1, 2, 
Therefore, &(K(V,L)) cr L. 
3. We have «£?(K( V, £)) = .L. Thus, the language generated by K( V, £) 
i s (V , ^ (K (V , £ ) ) ) = (V ,£). 
3.9. Definition Let (V, L) be a language, U a set. This set is caUed 
essential with respect to (V, L) iff (x, y) e F(V, L) implies xeU. 
3.10. Definition. Let (V, L) be a language. This language is caUed 
a language of strong depth 1 iff the sets V,A(V,L), P(V, L) are finite. 
3.11. Lemma. Let (V, L) be a language. Then (V,L) is a language 
of strong depth 1 iff the sets V, A(V, L), F(V, L) are finite. 
Proof. If the language (V, L) is a language of strong depth 1, then 
the set P(V, L) is finite. As every xeP(V, L) has only a finite number 
of results y, which foUows from the fact that | y \ = 1 and that V is 
finite, the set F(V, L) is finite. — If the sets V, A(V, L), F(V, L) are 
finite, then P(V, L) is finite, too, and (V, L) is a language of strong 
depth 1. 
3.12. Corollary. Let (V,L) be a language. Then (V,L) is a language 
of strong depth 1 iff K(V, L) is a special grammar. 
3.13. Theorem. Every language of strong depth 1 is a special context-free 
language. 
Proof. If (V, L) is a language of strong depth 1, then K(V, L) is 
a special grammar according to 3.12 and this grammar is context free. 
According to 3.8 (V, L) is generated by K( V, L) and is therefore a special 
context-free language. 
4. SOME PBOPERTIES OF SPECIAL CONTEXT-FREE 
GRAMMARS 
. 4.1. Lemma. Let G = <V, S, M} be p> special context-free grammar. 
Let Zi, Z2 be sets with the following properties: there exist a bisection ft 
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of B onto Z\, a bisection f2 of B onto Z2 and the sets V, Z\, Z2 are mutually 
disjoint. We put f\(r) = [r, f2(r) =]r for every r eB, V\= V u Z\ u Z2, 
Bi - {(x, [ry]r); (x, y) = reB}, G\ = <Vt., 8, B\}.*) 
Then the following assertions hold true: 
(i) Let se V\, x e V* be such dements that s % x (G\). Then \s \ <£ \x\. 
Jf | x | = 1, then s = x; if | x \ = 2, then se Vands->x (G\). 
(ii) Let u, v, a, b e V*, (t, z) e B\, (x, y) e B\ be such elements that 
uyv = azb. Then either u = azb\, b\b2 = b, b2 = yv for suitable strings 
b\, b2e V* or uy = a\, a\a2 = a, a2zb = v for suitable strings aly a2e V* 
or u = a, y = z, v = b. 
(Hi) Let u,ve V*, (x, y)e B\, s eV\be such elements that s % uyv (G\). 
Then s %. uxv (G\). 
(iv) Let s e Vi, xe V*be such elements that s0, S\, ..., sp is an s-deriv-
ation of x in G\ with the property p ^ 1. Then the first {last] symbols of st 
and Si are the same for i = 1, 2, ..., p. 
(v) Let se V\, u, v, x, y e V* be such elements that s % uxv(G\), s %> 
f> uyv (G\). If u ^ A or v ^ A, then for every s-derivation s0,S\, ..., sP 
of uxv in G\ and for every s-derivation t0, t\, ..., tq of uyv in G\ with the 
properties p g; 1, q ;> 1 we have s\ = t\. 
(vi) IfseV\,x,yeV* are such elements that s%x (G\) and s%xy (G\) 
then y = A. 
(vi') IfseV\,x,yeV* are such elements that s%x (G\) and s%yx (G\) 
then y = A. 
(vii) Let u, v, y e V*, x e V\, s e V\ be such elements that s % uxv (G\), 
s 2> uyv (G\), \x\ < \y\. Then x±>y (G\). 
Proof of (i). It is clear that (x, y) e B\ implies \y\ ^ 2. I t follows 
that x => y (G\) implies | x \ < \y \. Thus, s = s0 => sx => s2 => .. . => sp == 
= x implies \s \ g | x |. Further on, p > 0 implies | sp | > 1 and p > I 
implies | sp \ > 2. Therefore, s %. x (G\), \ x | = 1 implies p = 0 and 
s = x and s % x (G\), \ x \ = 2 implies p = \ and s -H> x (G\). 
Proof of (it). If none of the first two assertions holds, then there 
exists an element c e V\ such that uyv = uy\cy2v, azb = az\cz2b, uy\ =. 
= az\, y2v = z2b for suitable s t r ingsy\ ,y 2 , z x , z 2e V*. We have yxcy2 = y, 
Zlcz2 = z. Clearly, yx = A implies c=[r for a suitable r e B whicl^ 
implies Z\ = A as [r e V% — V and all symbols of z which are different 
from the first and the last one are in V. In a similar way we prove that 
z\= A implies y\ = A. The conditions y\= A, zx= A are thus equju 
valent. Similarly, the conditions y2 = A, z2 = A are equivalent, too. 
(a) If y\ = A, then z\ = A and y2 ^ A -^ z2 as | y | g 2 , \z\ Z 2, 
From the equality y2v = z2b and from the fact that y2 = w]r, z2 ==• w
tr\+* 
for suitable w} w' e V\, r, r' eB and from the fact that ]r e Vx — V-, 
s) Compare [5], p. 35, Exercice 1.6.8 and [6]. 
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y* e Vi — V we get w = w', r = r' which implies y2 = z2 and v = 6. 
Thus we have y = cy2 = cz2 = z. Clearly, % = a. 
(/?) If ^ -^yl, then Zi -?-=/l and wyi -=azi. I t implies the existence 
of w, w' e V*, r,r' eR such that yt = [rw, zn = [r>w\ As [r, [r* e Vi — V 
we have w = t#', r = r ' which implies -yi' =.= Zi and w = a. li y2= A, 
then z2 = A and «? = b; further, y = ytc = Z\C = z. If s/2 ^ / l , then 
z2 -7-= A and we get from y2v = z2b the conditions y2 = z2,v = b similarly 
as in the case (a). I t implies y = y\cy2 = Z\cz2 = z. 
We have proved that the negation of the disjunction of the first two 
possibilities implies the third possibility. Thus, (ii) is proved. 
The proof of (Hi) will be obtained by induction with respect to 
I uyv \. Clearly | y \ *> 2 and thus | uyv | ^ 2. 
By 0(n) we denote the following assertion: If u, v e V*, (x, y) eR\, 
seV\ are such elements that s %. uyv (0\), | uyv \ = n, then s \ uxv (0\). 
0(2) holds true. Indeed, let us have such elements u,ve V*, (x, y) e R\, 
s eV\ that s % uyv (0\), | uyv ( = 2. Then s-^uyv (0\) according to (i). 
I t implies the existence of elements we V*, reR such that (s, w) = r, 
uyv = [rw]r. As we have (x, y)e R\, then there exist such elements 
r'eR, w'e V* that r' = (x, w), y = [r>w']r>. It implies [rw]r = uyv = 
= u[r>w']r>v. AsweV* and [ r ' ,] r ' e V\ — V we have u = A = v which 
implies [rw]r = [r>w']r>. I* follows r = r', w = w'. Thus, (x, w) = 
= (x, w') = r' == r = (s, w) which implies x = s. Thus, s % s (0\) and 
s = uxv. Therefore, 0(2) holds true. 
Let m > 2 be a natural number. We prove that the validity of 
0(2), 0(3), .. ^ 0(m — 1) implies the validity of 0(m). 
Let u, v e V*, (x, y)eR\, se V\ be such elements that s *> uyv (0\), 
I uyv I = m. Then there exists an ^-derivation sQ, slt ..., sp of uyv in 0\: 
As I uyv J > 2, we have p *> 1. Further we have sp-\ => uyv (0\). Thus, 
there exist some elements a, be V*, (t, z) eR\ such that sp-\ = atb, 
uyv = sp = azb. According to (it) we have three possibilities: 
(a) There exist such strings b\,b2e V* that u *= azb\, b\b2 = b,b2 = yv. 
In this case we have sp-x = atb = atb\b2 = atb\yv and | atb \ < \ azb | = 
= I uyv J = m. As 0(2), ..., G(m — 1) are valid, then the fact that 
[ atbiyv J < m implies s > atbxxv (G\)> Clearly, atb\xv => az&i#i; (#1) and 
azb\xv'= uxv. Thus s V s*#t> (0\). 
0) There exist such strings alf a2eV* that uy = ax, a\a2 = a, 
a%zb =51?; Similarly as in (a) we prove s ^ wart; ((?!). 
(y) We have u = a,y = z, v = b. Then (t, z) = (t, [rw]r) for a suitable 
r *=* (t, w) eR and (a;, y) = (x, [r>w']r>) for a suitable r' == (x, w') e R. 
IVom [rw]r = 2 = 1/ = [r't«/]r' we have r = r', w = w* which implies 
% *-=- x., Thu$» ^ 1 = -aft = occ6 = t*am and s *> sp-\(G\). Therefore, s %. 
£> uxv (G\). 
In all three cases we have prpved & \- wsv (G\). Thus the validity of 
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0(2), .... 0(m.— 1) implies the validity of 0(m). Therefore 0(m) holds 
true for m = 2, 3, . . . . I t follows: If u, v e V*, (x, y)eR\, seV\ are 
such elements that s % uyv (Oi), then s % uxv (Ox). Thus (Hi) has been 
proved. 
The proof of (iv) will be obtained by induction with respect to the 
index i of S(. 
Let s e Vi, x e V* be such elements that sQi s±,...,% is an ^-derivation 
of x in Ox with the property p }> 1. By H(n) we denote the following 
assertion: The first [last] symbols of s% and sn are equal 
H(l) holds true trivially. 
Let m b e a natural number, 1 < m ^ p. We prove that the validity 
of H(m — 1) implies the validity of H(m). We have sm-i => sm(Gi). Then 
there exist some strings u, v e Vf and an element (t, z) e J?i such that 
sm-i = utv, uzv = sm. As te V and the first [last] symbol of sm-x is, 
according to H(m — 1), equal to the first [last] symbol of Sx which is an 
element of Vi — V, we have u 7-= A ^= v. Clearly, the first [last] symbol 
of 8m = uzv is equal to the first [last] symbol of sm-i which is equal to 
the first [last] symbol of s%. 
We have proved that for each m, 1 < m :g p the validity of H(m — 1) 
implies the validity of H(m). Thus H(m) holds true for m = 1, 2, ...,p. 
Clearly, the conjunction of H(l), #(2), ..., H(p) is (iv). 
Proof of (v). There exist some r, r' e M, w, w' e V* such that si = 
.=-= [rw\r, h = [r"^']r'- If W7-/I, then the first symbol of u is [f which 
follows from the fact that s0, s±, ..., sp is an s-derivation of uxv in Gx 
according to (iv). In the same manner we obtain the first symbol of u 
being [r '. It implies r = r
f from which it follows w = w' and $i = h • 
If v 9-= _4, then the proof can be obtained similarly. 
The proof of (vi) will be obtained by induction with respect to | xy |. 
We have l = | * | « £ | a ; | ^ | a ? y | according to (i). 
We denote by I(n) the following assertion: If s e V\, x, y e V* are 
such elements that s % x (Gx), s % xy (Gi), xy = | n | then y = A. 
1(1) holds true. Indeed, let us have s e Vi, x, ye V* such that s % 
%. 3 ((?i), s *> xy (0X), J xy | = 1. Then * = ay and 1 = | s \ S I % I 
according to (t). I t implies s = x and # = A 
Let m > 1 be a natural number. We prove that the validity of 1(1), 
1(2), ..., I(m — 1) implies the validity of I(m). 
Let us have such elements seVx,x,ye V* that s %» x (Ox), s%xy (Ox), 
J xy I = m. We take an ^-derivation So, slf ..., &p of a; in Ox and an 
^-derivation £0, h, •••, ^ of ay in Gt. We have | xy | = m > 1 which 
implies q ^ 1 according to (*). 
If -p = 0 then tQ = 5 = a0 = # and | a> | = 1. I t follows t0 -> *i(#i) 
and the first symbol a? of tq = ay is equal to the first symbol of h according 
to (iv). But tQ -> M#i) implies that, for the first symbol x ofh, we have 
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X e Vi — V. Beyond, t0 ~>h(G\) and x = t0 imply # e V which is a con-
tradiction. 
Thus, we have p ^ 1. According to (v) S\ = £A holds true. Clearly, 
| S\ | ^ 2 . We put w = | S\ |. Let ax, a2, ..., ane V\ be such elements 
that S\ = a ia 2 . .«» = h- According to 1.8 there exist such strings 
*H e V*, y* e V* (i = 1, 2, ..., w) that at %. xt(G\), at % y((G\) for i = 
= 1, 2, ..., n and #i#2 ...-&» = #, 2W2 -yn = xy. 
Let us suppose that #$ -?-= #2 for at least one index i. We denote by to 
the least index for which Xi0 -7-. yt0. Then #i#2 ... xio-\ xio... xny = xy = 
= #i2/2 • •. 2/n = x&2 • • • aV-We ~-Vn which implies a*a ...xny = yio ...yn. 
I t implies the existence of such a string ueV*, u ^ A, that either 
xh ~Viou o r VU = *W*- W e h a v e f Vifl\ = \xio\ < \x\ ^\xy\^m 
in the first case and \xiou \ = \ yio \ < \ xy \ = m in the second. Thus, 
the foUowing conditions are satisfied in the first case: aio e V\, yio e V*, 
ueV*t, aio %> yio(G\), aio%yiou(G\), \yiou\<m. As I(\), 1(2), ..., 
I(m — 1) are valid, we have u = A, which is a contradiction. Similarly, 
in the second case, we obtain u = A, which is a contradiction, too. Thus, 
we have x% = yt for i = \, 2,..., n andx = x\x2 ...xn = y\y2 ...yn = xy 
which implies y = A. 
Thus, the validity of I(\), 1(2), ..., I(m — \) implies that of I(m). 
Therefore, I(m) is valid for m = \, 2, ..., which is (vi). 
The assertion (vi') can be demonstrated in a similar way. 
The proof of (vii) will be obtained by induction with respect to | uxv \. 
Clearly, | uxv | ^ 1. 
We denote by J(n) the foUowing assertion: If u, v, ye V*, xeV\, 
s e Vi are such elements that s % uxv (G\), s % uyv (G\), \x\ < | y |, 
I uxv I = n, then x % y (G\). 
J(\) holds true. Indeed, if u, v, y e Vf, xe V\,seV\ are such elements 
that s % uxv (G\), s *± uyv (G\)f \x\ < \y \, | uxv | = 1, then s = uxv 
according to (i). I t foUows s = x, u = A = v and x = s % uyv (G\), 
uyv = y. Thus, x % y (G\). 
Let m > \ be a natural number. We prove that the validity of 
J(\\, J(2), ..., J(m — 1) impUes the validity of J(m). 
Let u, v, y e V*, x e V\, s e V\ be such elements that s ^ uxv (G\), 
$ %> uyv (G\), \x\ < \y\,\ uxv I = m. If u = A = v, then m> = | uxv \ = 
= I x I = 1, which is a contradiction. Thus, u ^ A or v ^ A. Let 
s0i S\, ..., Sp be an s-derivation of uxv in G\, t0, t\, ..., tq an s-derivation 
of uyv in G\. As | uxv | = m > 1, | uyv | > | uxv | > 1, then we have 
P <££ 1> (7 zt 1 according to (i). According to (v) we have S\ = t\. Clearly, 
I S\ I ^ 2 , We put n = \ S\\, S\ = a\a2 ...an = t\ where at e V\ for 
i = 1, 2, .... n. There exist such strings x\, x2, ..., xn, yt, y2, ..., yn e V\ 
that at % #i(G\), at % y^G^ for i = \, 2, ..., n, x\X2...xn = uxv, 
yxy2 . . . yn = uyv according to 1.8. By i0 we denote such an index that 
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there exist some b, c e V* that bxc = XiQ, u = xtx2 . . . #*0-i&, v = 
= ca*0+i . . .a;n . 
Let us suppose that there exists such an index i, 1 <* i < i0, that 
Xi^zyi. We denote by i\ the least index with this property. I t follows 
x\x2 ... Xi^-\yix ... yn = 2/12/2 • • • yn = uyv = a**̂  • • • ^ i - i ^ x .. • xu-ibyv 
which implies yi%... yn = a?ft ... XiQ~xbyv. Thus, there exists such a string 
w e V*, t̂  7-r / l , that yix = a^w or xit = y^w. Therefore, we have 
«ixe Vi, aix 2> Xix(G\), ail%Xi1w(G\) in the first case and aileVl, 
<HX 2> yi^Gri), Q>it 2> y * ^ (#1)
 m ^he second. According to (vi) we have 
w = A, which is a contradiction. Thus, #$ ==- y< for i == 1, 2, ..., i0 — 1. 
Similarly, by means of (vi') we obtain xt = yt for f = i0 -f- 1 , . . . , w. Thus, 
»ia& • •. ^o-i^o^o+i • • • xn = 1̂2/2 • • • yn = uyv = X\X2 ...xtQ-\bycxi0+\ ...xn 
which implies y<0 = fo/c. 
We have proved the existence of such strings b, c e V* and of such 
an element a«0 e Vi that aio % bxc (G\), aio % bye (Gx), \x\ < | y |, 
I bxc I = I jr<01 < I uxv I = m. As t/(l), J(2), ..., e/(m — 1) are valid, we 
have x % y (Gx). 
We have proved thad the validity of J(\), J(2),..., J(m—1) implies 
the validity of J(m). Thus, J(m) is valid for m = 1, 2, ... which is (vii). 
5. CHARACTEBIZATION OF CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES 
5.1. Lemma. Let G = <V, {a}, R} be a special context-free grammar 
having the property (P) of 1.17. Let Z\, Z2 be sets with the following pro-
perties: there exists a bisection f\ of R onto Z\, a bisection f2 of R onto Z2 
and the sets V, Z\, Z2 are mutually disjoint. We put f\(r) = [r,f2(x) = ]r 
for every reR, V\ = V u Z\UZ2, R\ = {(x, [ry]r); (x, y) = r e R}t 
G\ = <V\,{a},R\y. 
Then the following assertions hold true: 
(i) If (x, y) e R\, then x^y(Vx, £>(GX)). 
(ii) G is the trace of G\ in V*. 
(Hi) We have R\ c E(V\, Se(G\)). 
(iv) The sets V\, A(V\, £(G\)) are finite, 
(v) If (x, y) eE(V\, &(G\)), then x%y (G\). 
(vi) We have F(V\, &(G\)) s R\ and the set F(VXi &(G\)) is finite. 
(vii) If (x, y) EF(V\, &(GX)), then xeV. 
Proof of (i). Let us have (x, y)eR\. 
If uxve3?(G\) for some strings u, v e V*, then a % uxv (Gx). As we 
have uxv •=> uyv (G\), it follows a%uyv(Gx) and uyve JP(GX). Thus, 
x>y(Vx,£>(G\)). 
If uyv e 3?(G\) for some strings u,ve VJ, then a % uyv (G\). I t follows 
from 4.1 (Hi) that a %> uxv (G\), i.e. uxv e^(G\). Thus, y > x(Vx, &(G\)). 
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We have proved that (z, y) e Rx implies aj.ss y (Vi, Je(Q\)). 
(ii) is clear. 
Proof of (Hi). According to (ii) Q = (V, {a}, R} is the trace of 
Qx ss <V1? {a}, J?i> in V* and (x, y) e R\ implies xeV. According to 2.5 
the language (V, JSP(0)) is the trace of (Vu &{<h)) in V*. 
We prove that Q\ has the property (P) of 1.17. 
If (x, y)e R\, then xeV and there exists a string y' e V* such that 
(xty')eR. As G has the property (P), then there exist some strings 
u, v e V* with the property a %» uxv (G), i.e. uxv e Se(G). As (V, &(Q)) 
is the trace of (Vi, je(G\)) in V*, there exists some string weSe(Q\) 
such that tv(w) = uxv. According to 2.2 (B), there exist some strings 
u', x\ v' e V? such that u'x'v' = w, tv(u') = u, tv(x') = x, tv(v') = v. 
Clearly, x' -^ A. We put x' = xxx2 ... xn for a suitable natural number n 
and for suitable elements xt e V\ (i = 1,2,..., n). We have t
F(#i) tv(x2)... 
... tv(xn) = t
F(#') = a; according to 2.L I t follows that there exists an 
index t0 (1 g to ^ n) such that t
F(^0) = x. I t follows from 2.1 that 
XiQ = #. Thus, w = w'#i.. . x^-ix Xio+t ... xnv'. Thus, for every (x, y) € Rx 
there exist some strings w\ = u'xx... ^ 0 _ i , tv2 = a*0+i ... xnv', wlf 
w% e V*, such that wxxw2 = tv 6 ££(G\), i.e. <r ^ ivi#w2(6?i). 
Thus G5! has the property (P). 
Let us have (x,y)eR1. As Qx has the property (P), we have 
xv(Vx, 3?(G\)) which implies yv(V\, je(G\)). According to (i) we have 
x s= ̂ (V! , jSf((?i)). Moreover, we have 1 = | a: | < \y\. Thus y is a con-
figuration of (Vi, &(QX)) and x is its result. Thus, (x, y) e E(VU &(G\)) 
and we have proved Ri c E( V\, -2?(#i)). 
Proof of (iv). We put M = {̂ ; (a?, y) e R\}. According to (Hi) we 
have M s C(VU &(Q\)). I t follows &(Gi) — V*MV* p ^(Gx)~ 
— FjC(Fi, J2?(GW) V? = -4(Vi, JSf(^i)). But clearlyJ§?(ff,) — V*MV* = 
= {a}. It follows that A(V1,£
>(Gl)) is finite. 
The finiteness of Vi is clear. 
P r o o f of (v). Let us have (x,y)eE(Vu j£f(#i)). Thus y is a con-
figuration of (Vi, £f(Qi))9 x its result. Then yv(Vu ^(Qx% y-== x (Vu 
jSf(Gi)) and 1 = | x | < \ y \. Thus there exist some strings u, v e V* 
such that ^ v € JS?(GI), i.e. a 1> ay* (#-)• From y == x (Vt, jSf (0,)) it follows 
uxveJe(G\) and cr *> ttxv (Qt); from | a? | < | y | we have x%y(Gx) 
according to (vii) of 4.1. 
Proof of (t?i). Let us have (x, y) eF(Vt, je(Qx)). Thus y is a con-
figuration of (Vi, JS?((?i)) and a? its result. According to (v) we have 
X%>V(G\)< Thus there exists an ^-derivation s0, st, ..., sP of y in Qx 
with # "> 1. We have sP^x ==> ^ (#i). Thus there exist some strings u, 
veV* and (*, z) € Rx such that sp-x = s t̂;, «t2i? = y. According to (Hi) 
we have zeC(Vu &(G\)). From yeP(Vu &(Qt)) it follows u = A == t>, 
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y = z and sp-i == t. According to 4 1 (i) we have p — 1 = 0 and x = 
= «o = t. Thus, (x, y) = (t, z) eR\. 
We have proved jP(Vi, ££(G\)) £ J?1# Since the set Rx is finite, then 
the set F(VX, &(Gt)) is .finite as well. 
(t;ii) is an immediate consequence of the inclusion F(Vi,J*f(Gi)) c i?! 
and of the fact that (x, y) e R\ implies xeV. 
5.2. Main Theorem. Let (U, L) be a language. Then the f(Mowing 
assertions are equivalent: 
(A) (U, L) is a context-free language. 
(B) There exists a language of strong depth 1 (Vi, L\), a set V essential 
with respect to (V\, L\) and a full language (W, W*) such that (U, L) is 
the intersection of (W, W*) with the trace of (V\, L\) in V*. 
Proof. Let (A) be fulfilled. According to 1.16 and 1.17 there exists 
such a context-free grammar H = <V, U, {a}, R} in the usual sense 
having the property (P) that L = &(B). We put G = <V, {o}, R}; thus, 
G is a special context-free grammar having the property (P). We con-
struct the grammar Gi = <Vi, {a}, R{) in the same manner as in 5.1. 
Then the sets Vu A(VX, &(Gi))9 F(Vi, J2?((?i)) are finite according 
to 5.1 (iv) and (vi), and thus, (Vi,J2?(Gi)) is a language of strong depth 1 
according to 3.11. The set V is essential with respect to (Vi, j£?($i)) 
and (V, &(Q)) is the trace of (Vu &(Gr\)) in V* according to 5.1 (vii) 
and (ii) and according to 2.5. We have now jSf (H) = 3?(G) n U*, thus 
(U, L) is the intersection of (V, J2?(0)) with the full language (U, U*). 
We have proved that (A) implies (B). 
Let (B) be fulfilled. Then (Vi, Li) is a special context-free language 
according to 3.13 and K(Vx,Li) -= <Vi, A(Vi, Li), F(VX, Li)) is a special 
context-free grammar generating (Vi, L\) according to 3.8 and 3.12. 
Since V is essential with respect to (Vi, L\), then the trace (V, Lz) of 
(Vi, Li) in V* is generated by the trace G of K(Vi, L\) in V* according 
to 2.5. From the fact that V is essential with respect to (Vi, L\) it follows 
that G is a special context-free grammar. Thus (V, L2) is a special 
context-free language. Thus, (U, L) which is the intersection of (V, L2) 
and the full language (W, W*), is a context-free language. 
We have proved that (B) implies (A). 
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